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Game cards 
Print and cut out the IPA and Q-code cards to play ‘Phonetic phrenzy’. 
 
Q-codes 
 
 

QRA What is the name of 
your station? The name 

of my station is ___. QTB 
Do you agree with my 
counting of words? I 
don’t agree with your 
counting of words. I’ll 

repeat the first letter or 
digit of each word or 

group. 

QRV Are you ready? I’m 
ready. QSY 

Shall I change to 
another frequency? 
Change to another 

frequency. 
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QRZ Who is calling me? 
You’re being called by 

___. QSQ 
Have you a doctor on 
board? (or is ___ on 

board?) I have a doctor 
on board (or ___ is on 

board.) 

QSM 
Shall I repeat the last 
message I sent you? 

Repeat the last 
message. 

QRR 
Are you ready for 

automatic operation? I 
am ready for automatic 
operation. Send at ___ 

WPM 

QTH What is your location? 
My location is ___ QRJ 

Are you receiving me 
badly? I cannot receive 
you, your signal is too 

weak. 
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QTR What is the correct 
time? The time is ___. QRI 

How is the tone of my 
transmission? The tone 
of your transmission is 

___ (1-Good, 2-Variable, 
3-Bad.) 

QUG Will you be forced to 
land? I’m forced to land 

immediately. QUA Have you news of ___? I 
have news of ___. 

QTJ What is your speed? My 
speed is ___ km/h. QTG 

Will you send two 
dashes of 10 seconds 
each followed by your 
call sign? I’m going to 
send two dashes of 10 
seconds each followed 

by my call sign. 
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International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 
 

e Went, Send, Letter ɪə Ear, Fear, Clear 

æ Cat, Hand, Flat eə Hair, Care, Pear 

^ Love, Money, Come aɪ Pride, Sight, Flight 

ə Alive, Again, Mother aʊ House, Cow, Mouth 
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i: Need, Beat, Team θ Thought, Think, Bath 

₃: Third, Heard, Turn ʃ Rush, Cash, Shop 

ɑ: Car, Fast, Bath ð Brothers, Others, Those 

u: Boot, Fruit, Gloomy z Zoo, Lazy, Zigzag 
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